
 

 

 

 

 

ITEM: RECOMMENDATION: REFUSAL
REF NO: 3PL/2022/0726/F CASE OFFICER Rebecca Collins

LOCATION: SWAFFHAM APPNTYPE: Full
Footpath outside 48 Market Place POLICY: In Settlemnt Bndry

CONS AREA: Y

APPLICANT: British Telecommunication PLC
PP HWH300 PO Box 67501

LB GRADE: Adjacent Grade 2

AGENT: Harlequin Group
Rutland House 5 Allen Road

TPO: N

PROPOSAL: Removal of Existing BT Phone Box and Installation of a Proposed Replacement BT Street
Hub and Associated display of advertisement to both sides of the unit

REASON FOR COMMITTEE CONSIDERATION

The application is a significant application in the public interest.

KEY ISSUES

Principle
Character and Heritage
Amenity
Highways
Environmental considerations

DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPMENT

Two digital 75 inch LCD display screen, one on each side of the Street Hub unit.

The Hubs
The Street Hub benefits from ultrafast Wi-Fi, free public calls, public information - but with better Wi-Fi range,
environmental monitoring, secure power-only USB ports for rapid device charging, and an expanded phone
network coverage with 5G mobile enablement. Street Hubs have the capacity to boost 4G and 5G through
the installation of small cells within the unit casing, improving coverage and capacity. Consequently, when
installed, residents, local businesses and visitors will get a faster, more reliable connection for calls and
internet access.

The units will be monitored 24/7, with weekly inspections and a minimum of bi-weekly cleaning services to
keep the unit to a high standard of finish within the existing streetscape. All units will be fitted with a direct
999 call button to aid in the efficiency of operations of the emergency services, with emergency (i.e. Police)
awareness messaging shown via their advertising screens on either side of the unit.

Furthermore, Street Hubs are powered by 100% renewable carbon-free energy, making them sustainable
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and durable for years to come.

Sustainable design is at the core of the new unit offering. Working with tech scale-up Everimpact via BT's
Green Tech Innovation Platform, air quality and CO2 sensors are built into the new units. This will provide
actionable environmental insights to help local councils achieve their sustainability goals such as becoming
carbon neutral by 2030, a target that nearly two thirds of local authorities have made. Supporting the clean
air initiatives of local authorities will lead to improved air quality, in turn benefiting the health of local
communities.

Street Hubs are free-standing structures featuring a fully accessible tablet interface and digital HD display
screens on two sides. Overall Street Hub dimensions are 35cm deep and 123.6cm wide (reduced tapered
footprint is 120.1cm), with a height of 298cm to maximize the Wi-Fi range without dominating the street. A
narrow base limits the footprint while ensuring access to wheelchair users.

The Street Hub unit will be funded through the display of advertising in conjunction with other council and
community content, via sponsorship from companies who will utilize the digital HD display screens on both
sides of the unit. The two screens automatically dim at night to 600cd/m2.  The screens will display content at
10-second intervals.  The proposed Street Hub will provide 876 hours of free council advertising per year with
the opportunity for discounted advertising for local business groups (such as BIDs and Chambers of
Commerce) and their members through BT's Street Hub Partners Program.  Additionally, every Street Hub
provides access to maps giving directions to nearby landmarks and services.

SITE AND LOCATION

The application site comprises a wide pedestrian footpath that runs along Market Place, Swaffham with the
surrounding area resembling a mixed use residential and commercial streetscape.  The proposal is to be
located on the footway on the western side of Swaffham Market Place adjacent to the pedestrian crossing at
the junction of London Street and Market Place.

EIA REQUIRED

No

RELEVANT SITE HISTORY

3PL/2022/0725/A
Two digital 75 inch LCD display screen, one on each side of the Street Hub unit

3PL/2022/0727/A
Two digital 75 inch LCD display screen, one on each side of the Street Hub unit.

3PL/2022/0728/F
Removal of Existing Bt Phone Box and Installation of A Proposed Replacement Bt Street Hub and
Associated Display of Advertisement to Both Sides of The Unit.

POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

The following policies of the Breckland Local Plan, including the Proposals Maps, have been taken into
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consideration in the determination of this application. The provisions of the National Planning Policy
Framework and National Planning Policy Guidance have also been taken into account, where appropriate

COM01 Design
COM03 Protection of Amenity
COM04 Community Facilities
EC05 Town Centre and Retail Strategy
EC08 Advertising and Signs
ENV07 Designated Heritage Assets
ENV08 Non-Designated Heritage Assets
GEN01 Sustainable Development in Breckland
GEN02 Promoting High Quality Design
LBC Planning(Listed Building & Conservation Areas) Act 1990
NP Neighbourhood Plan
NPPF National Planning Policy Framework (Revised 2021)
NPPG National Planning Practice Guidance
TR01 Sustainable Transport Network
TR02 Transport Requirements

OBLIGATIONS/CIL

Not Applicable

CONSULTATIONS

SWAFFHAM TOWN COUNCIL
Swaffham Town Council strongly object on the grounds that it will harm the towns historic conservation area,
an unnecessary inclusion on our street scape resulting in advertisement clutter and will be contrary to the NP
policy HBE3.
HISTORIC BUILDINGS CONSULTANT
The proposed installation here is set against a near continuous backdrop of both designated and non-
designated heritage assets within the historic Market Place that forms the core of the towns conservation
area. The proposed siting is therefore prominent within the general street scene / public realm within a
principal area and route through the town.  As previously stated, it is considered that the proposal here would
have a detrimental impact on both the setting of designated and non-designated heritage assets (buildings)
and the Conservation Area as a whole (the Conservation Area being a Designated Heritage Asset in its own
right).

Swaffham is currently benefitting from the High Streets Heritage Action Zone (HSHAZ) and is receiving
funding from Historic England towards works to improve the historic built environment.  I would suggest that
installations here are contrary to the aims of the HSHAZ and that Historic England would also be concerned
about the proposals. If additional units are required, I would recommend that they are located in other less
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sensitive areas of C20th and C21st development such as supermarkets and petrol filling stations.
HISTORIC ENGLAND
Historic England has serious concerns regarding the application on heritage grounds.  We consider that the
proposed streethub would have a highly negative impact on the significance of the heritage assets described
above and are unconvinced that this is justified. In its current form and location we consider that the proposal
would likely fail to meet the requirements of the NPPF sections 12 and 16.

In determining this application you should bear in mind the statutory duty of section 66(1) of the Planning
(Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 to have special regard to the desirability of preserving
listed buildings or their setting or any features of special architectural or historic interest which they possess;
section 72(1) of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 to pay special attention to
the desirability of preserving or enhancing the character or appearance of conservation areas.

Your authority should take these representations into account and seek amendments, safeguards or further
information as set out in our advice.

EVIE HAYMAN (HIGH STREETS HERITAGE
ACTION ZONE)

No Comments Received

EDWARD JAMES No Comments Received

NCC Highways Authority - The proposed unit is to be erected directly adjacent to a mini roundabout junction
forming part of the main A1065 north/south route through Swaffham where drivers need to concentrate on
approaching traffic and not be distracted by an advertising screen. A personal injury accident has been
recorded (damage only accidents are not recorded) at this junction and it is my professional opinion that
distractions to drivers in this location should not be permitted. As advised there are alternative locations,
further along from the mini roundabout where the unit could be housed.

Consideration of these hubs is taken on a site by site basis but, generally, they should be in locations
undemanding on drivers using the adjacent highway,  be no closer to the carriageway edge than 500mm
(1000mm if near a pedestrian crossing point, bus shelter etc) and they must not impede visibility at
junctions/accesses or provide a distraction to traffic signals or road signs. They also need to leave a
minimum of a 2m width to the rear of the hub to allow pedestrian flow.

REPRESENTATIONS

31 letters have been received, objecting to the proposals, their comments are summarised, as follows:

- Inappropriate in a conservation area, conflicting with the built heritage of the Market Place and nearby
Listed Buildings.
- Completely at odds with the town centre HAZ plan and would be out of place in the Georgian setting, which
the HAZ plan is seeking to improve.
- The bright and changing display will be distracting, especially to traffic negotiating the busy roundabout
close by.  At night the illuminated display will be even more distracting and cause accidents.
- Out of character.
- Will be subject to vandalism and or graffiti.
- An obstruction to footpath, especially the disabled and visually impaired.
- No public gain from the advertising.
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- Red phone box should be retained, which warrants Listed status.
- Modern thinking is to decrease the amount of street furniture.
- Simply because this has been allowed elsewhere does not mean it should be allowed here.
- Swaffham Market Place has little enough room on the busy pavements for all the hundreds of mobility
scooters, disabled people on crutches and walking aids and blind people with guide dogs carers pushing
wheel chairs etc.
- There are better locations outside of the Town or otherwise more appropriate ways to advertise.
- Electronic advertising, one facing the town's war memorial, is disrespectful.

ASSESSMENT NOTES

1.0 Principle

1.1 Policy GEN01 of the Breckland Local Plan (adopted 2019) seeks to improve the economic, social and
environmental objectives of Breckland, through (amongst other things); Mitigate and adapt to climate change;
Protect and enhance the natural, built and historic environment; Co-ordinate development with transport
provision ensuring good access to existing community facilities, services and open space, together with new
facilities and services where necessary.

1.2 Paragraph 114 of the NPPF states:

'Advanced, high quality and reliable communications infrastructure is essential for economic growth and
social well-being. Planning policies and decisions should support the expansion of electronic
communications networks, including next generation mobile technology (such as 5G) and full fibre
broadband connections'.

1.3 Policy EC08 seeks to guide the location and design of adverts and signs and states:

'Advertisements and signs (illuminated and non-illuminated) should be sensitively designed and located
having regard to the character of the building on which they are to be displayed and/or the general
characteristics of the locality. The size, scale, materials, colour scheme and any means of illumination
selected should be appropriate to the local area and in areas of historic value, such as conservation areas,
particular regard should be had to any impact of proposals on the historic character of the frontage.
Proposals which obscure features of architectural or historical interest, or are uncharacteristic of a building's
design, will not be permitted'.

1.4 Also, with regards to advertisements the NPPF states:

136. The quality and character of places can suffer when advertisements are poorly sited and designed. A
separate consent process within the planning system controls the display of advertisements, which should be
operated in a way which is simple, efficient and effective. Advertisements should be subject to control only in
the interests of amenity and public safety, taking account of cumulative impacts.

1.5 Section 7 of the NPPF seeks to protect the vitality of Town Centres and Policy EC05 of the Breckland
Local Plan states:

'These centres will be the preferred location for retail, food and non-food, office, leisure and cultural facilities
and other town centre uses as defined by national policy. Retail and other town centre development will be
supported, provided that it is of an appropriate scale that reflects the size and role of the centre, respects the
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character of the centre, including any special architectural and historic interest and contributes to maintaining
and enhancing its existing retail function'.

1.6 The applicants have said in support of their proposals:

'The ability to access mobile data and voice services is an integral part of modern life.  Mobile devices are
relied upon by consumers and businesses. Mobile connectivity is no longer seen as a luxury: the ability to
make calls, access the internet and receive e-mail and text is seen as a necessity. Businesses, large and
small, need mobile connectivity to operate effectively and to compete in an increasingly global market. In an
emergency, the public rely upon mobile devices to call for help and the emergency services rely upon mobile
services to respond

The UK government has identified the need for greater investment in mobile infrastructure to increase the
widespread availability and capacity of mobile voice and data networks.

"The Government acknowledges that there has been a profound shift over the last decade in the way citizens
approach and access digital communications. What was once seen as a luxury is now a basic need, and
people expect to have access to fast broadband at home, irrespective of where they live, and use their
mobile devices anywhere they go". DCMS, May 2016.

The last few years have seen a number of UK-wide initiatives to improve coverage'.

1.7 Policy BUS6 of the Swaffham Neighbourhood Plan supports improvements to internet and mobile phone
coverage.  In principle it is considered that these proposals will contribute to this goal.

1.8 On the basis that the proposals will support the function and vitality of town centres in accordance with
Policy EC05 of the Breckland Local Plan and Section 7 of the NPPF, provide an additional community
function in accordance with Policy GEN01 of the Local Plan and improve internet and mobile phone
coverage in the Town Centre in accordance with Policy BUS6 of the Swaffham Neighbourhood Plan, then the
principle of development is considered acceptable.  However, this is subject to the further considerations
outlined in the relevant policies above, such as highways, design, impact on the historic environment and the
environment, which are all considered in the relevant sections below.

2.0 Character and heritage

2.1 Section 12 of the NPPF and Policies GEN02 and COM01 of the of the Breckland Local Plan (adopted
2019) seek to promote high quality design and protect the character of an area.  The Planning (Listed
Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990, Section 16 of the NPPF and ENV07 of the Breckland Local
Plan (adopted 2019), seeks to protect the special interest, setting and significance of heritage assets.  Policy
HBE3 of the Swaffham Neighbourhood Plan seeks for an attractive Town Centre and Conservation Area and
Swaffham has a new Conservation Area Appraisal adopted in April 2022.  Policy EC08 of the Breckland
Local Plan requires advertisements and signs (illuminated and non-illuminated) to be sensitively designed
and located having regard to the character of the building on which they are to be displayed and/or the
general characteristics of the locality. The size, scale, materials, colour scheme and any means of
illumination selected should be appropriate to the local area and in areas of historic value, such as
conservation areas, particular regard should be had to any impact of proposals on the historic character of
the frontage. Proposals which obscure features of architectural or historical interest, or are uncharacteristic of
a building's design, will not be permitted.

2.2 In addition to the Policy considerations noted above, it is important to also note that Breckland Council is
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working with Historic England and Swaffham Town Council to deliver a High Street Heritage Action Zone
(HSHAZ) within Swaffham.  High Street Heritage Action Zones are a flagship initiative delivered by Historic
England on behalf of the Ministry of Housing, Communities, and Local Government (MHCLG) to help
transform and revitalise historic town centres. The programme comprises an exciting and innovative array of
projects to help safeguard and celebrate the town's heritage and use Swaffham's unique historic environment
to revitalise the town centre.

2.3 The proposed Street Hub dimensions are 35cm deep and 123.6cm wide (reduced tapered footprint is
120.1cm), with a height of 298cm.  They are constructed of a galvanised mild steel structure, powder coated
external grade aluminium exterior; Painted powder coated aluminium main casing; Displays fronted by
tempered and laminated glass to reduce glare.  They have a utilitarian appearance and although quite high
will likely blend into the street scene along with other nearby street furniture in this location.  The applicants
state:

As there are no existing phone boxes within this area of Breckland that can be utilised for upgrading works, it
is considered that while the application is for the installation of a new Street Hub unit, the consideration of
alternative sites is not appropriate in this instance.

2.4 The application sites lies within the designated Conservation Area of Swaffham, close to Listed Buildings
and in the Heritage Action Zone.  The Historic Building officer has been consulted with regards to this
application and states:

'The proposed installation here is set against a near continuous backdrop of both designated and non-
designated heritage assets within the historic Market Place that forms the core of the towns conservation
area. The proposed siting is therefore prominent within the general street scene / public realm within a
principal area and route through the town.  As previously stated, it is considered that the proposal here would
have a detrimental impact on both the setting of designated and non-designated heritage assets (buildings)
and the Conservation Area as a whole (the Conservation Area being a Designated Heritage Asset in its own
right).

Swaffham is currently benefitting from the High Streets Heritage Action Zone (HSHAZ) and is receiving
funding from Historic England towards works to improve the historic built environment.  I would suggest that
installations here are contrary to the aims of the HSHAZ and that Historic England would also be concerned
about the proposals. If additional units are required, I would recommend that they are located in other less
sensitive areas of C20th and C21st development such as supermarkets and petrol filling stations'.

2.5 Policy HBE3 of the Swaffham Neighbourhood Plan states:

Development proposals within the Conservation Area should preserveor enhance itscharacteror appearance.
In particular, proposals thatrespond positively to creatingan attractive publicrealm, local townscape and the
quality and appearance of the conservation area will be supported.  Where appropriateto the proposal
concerned development should incorporate the following matters:
i. High quality materials, paving and landscaping, which reflect the local character, or are of innovative and
sensitive contemporary design.
ii. Coordinatedstreetscape design, includingsignage, lighting, railings, litterbins, seating, bus shelters,
bollards and cycle racks.
iii. Pedestrian movements that follow natural desire lines, where possible.
iv. Development that reflects and celebrates the Georgian heritage.

2.6 Section 66(1) of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 requires local
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authorities to have special regard to the desirability of preserving listed buildings or their setting or any
features of special architectural or historic interest which they possess; section 72(1) of the Planning (Listed
Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 requires local authorities to pay special attention to the
desirability of preserving or enhancing the character or appearance of conservation areas.  Section 16 of the
NPPF sets out:

'194. In determining applications, local planning authorities should require an applicant to describe the
significance of any heritage assets affected, including any contribution made by their setting. The level of
detail should be proportionate to the assets' importance and no more than is sufficient to understand the
potential impact of the proposal on their significance.

195. Local planning authorities should identify and assess the particular significance of any heritage asset
that may be affected by a proposal (including by development affecting the setting of a heritage asset) taking
account of the available evidence and any necessary expertise. They should take this into account when
considering the impact of a proposal on a heritage asset, to avoid or minimise any conflict between the
heritage asset's conservation and any aspect of the proposal.

197. In determining applications, local planning authorities should take account of:
a) the desirability of sustaining and enhancing the significance of heritage assets and putting them to viable
uses consistent with their conservation;
b) the positive contribution that conservation of heritage assets can make to sustainable communities
including their economic vitality; and
c) the desirability of new development making a positive contribution to local character and distinctiveness.

201. Where a proposed development will lead to substantial harm to (or total loss of significance of) a
designated heritage asset, local planning authorities should refuse consent . . .

202. Where a development proposal will lead to less than substantial harm to the significance of a
designated heritage asset, this harm should be weighed against the public benefits of the proposal including,
where appropriate, securing its optimum viable use'.

2.7 There is no separate heritage report with this application, the applicant makes no reference to the
Swaffham Conservation Area Appraisal (2022), which is considered a key consideration in assessing the
impact of significant on the setting of heritage assets in this location.  It does reference the Swaffham HAZ
and states, with regards to heritage impact in their planning statement:

'The proposed Street Hub in this instance will be deployed on a vacant area of footpath that is disconnected
to the nearby heritage asset detailed above, and as such, the unit will pose no detrimental impact upon the
appearance or character of the heritage asset as there will be no physical alterations to its appearance or
character.  As such, the only potential impact for consideration in regard to the heritage asset would be in
terms of its setting.

While the site is located within the boundary of the Swaffham Conservation Area, in assessing any proposal
consideration has to be given as to the existing streetscene setting. In this regard, there are numerous
examples of street furniture of a similar nature to that being proposed, which should be considered when
assessing any potential impact on the setting and/or appearance of any heritage assets. As a result, the
character of the Swaffham Conservation Area, with particular regard to street level, is not exclusive of similar
structures to that being proposed and therefore the proposal in this instance should not be considered as
being visually incongruous within the existing streetscene setting or that of the wider Conservation Area.
There is an argument to be made that the proposal would in fact result in a visual enhancement of the
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Swaffham Conservation Area in this regard, particularly as it would not be, even if considered on its own, as
being out of appearance with similar units within the streetscene.

However, if the Council consider that there would be some harm to the setting of the heritage asset in this
instance, any such harm would be, at worst, considered as being 'less than substantial', whereby the NPPF
under Paragraph 202 states that 'Where a development proposal will lead to less than substantial harm to
the significance of a designated heritage asset, this harm should be weighed against the public benefits of
the proposal....'

2.8 The applicants have outlined the public benefits to be reliable communications; providing high quality
digital infrastructure, coverage and capacity; as well as:

- Ultrafast public and encrypted Wi-Fi
- Access to public services
- Multiple accessibility options
- Powered by 100% renewable carbon-free energy
- Inspected weekly and cleaned at least every two weeks, monitored 24/7
- Secure power-only USB ports for rapid device charging
- Free phone calls Direct 999 call button
- Display community and emergency (i.e. police) awareness messaging
- Environmental sensors to measure air quality, noise, traffic and more.
- Improved 4G and 5G coverage to local communities (making specific reference to paragraph 114, listed
above)
- 876 hours of free council advertising per unit per year

2.9 The applicants have referenced appeals whereby the Inspector has taken this approach, however, it is
considered that each case needs to be considered on its own merits.  It is also agreed that the key
consideration is impact on setting.

2.10 Historic England in their response set out the significance of this part of Swaffham and state:

' Swaffham's town centre is characterised by an elegant mix of traditional commercial and civic buildings,
many of which date from the Georgian period post-1775, when the town was rebuilt following a fire. The
majority are of high architectural quality, exhibiting fine Georgian and Victorian detailing, high quality
materials and attractive frontages. Together they comprise a townscape of exceptional quality, reflected in
the high concentration of listed buildings and Swaffham's designation as a conservation area. Of highest
significance is the Butter Cross, which is constructed in classical style with eight columns supporting a curved
dentilled entablature and domed roof, which is itself adorned with a statue of Ceres, the Roman God of
Agriculture. The Butter Cross is deliberately set in a prominent position at the southern end of the market
place, celebrating the relationship between Swaffham's market and its agricultural hinterland.  Views of this
building from all directions again is the backdrop of the marketplace are emblematic of Swaffham and
contribute to its significance.

The proposed site of the BT advertising hub is therefore in one of the most sensitive parts of Swaffham's
historic townscape, appearing in important views of the market place and the Butter Cross. The street hub's
height, shape and colour, as well as the material of its construction and the use of digital screens is at odds
with the material and architectural qualities that characterise the conservation area and which contribute to its
significance. Its imposition into the elegant and attractive streetscape would detract considerably from the
quality of Swaffham's character and appearance in this location, and moreover would add unnecessary
clutter to the pavement and the streetscene. It would have a highly negative impact on the Butter Cross in
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particular, owing to its imposition into key views of this structure, thus undermining the appreciation and
enjoyment of this emblematic building in its setting'.

2.11 The Swaffham Conservation Area Appraisal makes reference to a key issue in the Conservation Area
being cluttered street signage and furniture in places with an aim to improve signage and reduce street
clutter.  Given the prominent location of the application site then it is considered that this will not comply with
this aim of the Conservation Area Appraisal.  Furthermore, the Conservation Appraisal identifies the Butter
Cross as a iconic Town landmark, being a key view with larger open area to the south, which this would
impede and states:

'The Butter Cross is one of the most iconic buildings in Swaffham. It was built and paid for by George
Walpole 3rd Earl of Orford, a relative of Lord Nelson, in 1783.  It is a Classical take on the English medieval
market crosses found in other market towns and cities across England. It is topped with the Roman goddess
of the harvest, Ceres, which may have been from the Walpole collection at Houghton Hall. The columns are
stone and the structure has a lead roof. The Cross has undergone many repairs throughout the following
centuries and is a highly valued building in the town'.

2.12 One of the recommendations in the Swaffham Conservation Area Appraisal is to 'Remove some of the
town centre parking, especially around the Butter Cross to improve the setting of this important structure.
Replace with high-quality public realm'.  It is not considered that the installation of a Street Hub in this
location will enhance the public realm, contrary to the aim of the Conservation Area Appraisal, nor it is
agreed that this 'vacant' piece of footpath is not key to the setting of the Conservation Area and nearby Listed
Buildings, especially the Butter Cross and that the proposal would either preserve or enhance the
Conservation Area in this location.

2.13 Taking into consideration Section 16 of the NPPF and Sections 66(1) and 72(1) of the Planning (Listed
Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990, the Swaffham Conservation Area Appraisal and Policies
ENV07 of the Breckland Local Plan (adopted 2019) and HBE3 of the Swaffham Neighbourhood Plan it is
considered that there would be less than substantial harm to the character and appearance of the
Conservation Area and to the setting of nearby Listed Buildings and the Historic Townscape, as set out by
the Historic Buildings Officer and Historic England.  Although, the public benefits, as set out by the applicant
and outlined above are noted, as are the public representations, which do not consider the Street Hubs to be
of public benefit.  Each case has to be considered on its own merits.  Therefore, in this instance the less than
substantial harm caused, is not considered to be outweighed by the public benefit identified.  The proposals
will also have a detrimental impact on the character and appearance of the area and the street scene and
fails to meet the requirements of Policy HBE3 of the Swaffham Neighbourhood Plan, through not being
sensitive, co-ordinated in terms of streetscape design, facilitate pedestrian movement or celebrating the
Georgian heritage.  The proposals are therefore, considered contrary to Sections 66(1) and 72(1) of the
Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990, Sections 12 and 16 of the NPPF, Policies
GEN02, EC08, ENV07 and COM01 of the of the Breckland Local Plan (adopted 2019) and Policy HBE3 of
the Swaffham Neighbourhood Plan.

2.14 With regards to the other Street Hub proposed (3PL/2022/0728/F), this is in very close proximity to this
site (and pending a decision) and therefore it is considered that there will also be a cumulative impact from
having two structures in very close proximity, which further does not justify the less than substantial harm
identified.  This is also considered contrary to paragraph 136 of the NPPF, as set out above.

3.0 Amenity

3.1 Policy COM03 of the Breckland Local Plan (adopted 2019) seeks to avoid unacceptable effects on the
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residential amenity of neighbouring occupants, or development which does not provide for adequate levels of
amenity for future occupants.

3.2 The application site is separated from nearby residential properties by existing commercial development
at ground floor level and the Hub at only 3 metres high is unlikely to result in any impact in terms of
overshadowing or overbearing.  The Hub may encourage people to congregate whilst using and therefore
may result in some increase noise and disturbance.  However, given the separation distances and town
centre location of the Hub, then this noise is likely to be expected in these locations, especially in an existing
community space, which already attracts people to linger.  Finally, the applicants have stated that the two
screens on either side of the Hub automatically dim at night, therefore reducing any amenity impact at night.

3.3 In addition, it is considered that the Hubs may create a service for local residents, not currently available
and as a community facility could have the benefit of actually enhancing amenity in this location.  On this
basis the proposal is considered to accord with Policy GEN01 and COM03 of the Breckland Local Plan
(adopted 2019).

4.0 Highways

4.1 Policies TR01 and TR02 of the Breckland Local Plan (adopted 2019) seek to promote sustainable
transport.  Policy TR01 requires development to minimise the need to travel; promote opportunities for
sustainable transport modes; not adversely impact on the operation or safety of the strategic road network;
improve accessibility to services; and support the transition to a low carbon future.  Policy TR02 requires
development to integrate into existing transport networks; mitigate highways impacts; protect and enhance
access to public rights of way; provide safe, suitable and convenient access for all users, including
appropriate parking; and avoid inappropriate traffic generation and do not compromise highway safety.

4.2 The public concern with regards to highways impact is noted.

4.3 The Highways Authority have been consulted and state "The proposed unit is to be erected directly
adjacent to a mini roundabout junction forming part of the main A1065 north/south route through Swaffham
where drivers need to concentrate on approaching traffic and not be distracted by an advertising screen. A
personal injury accident has been recorded (damage only accidents are not recorded) at this junction and it
is my professional opinion that distractions to drivers in this location should not be permitted. As advised
there are alternative locations, further along from the mini roundabout where the unit could be housed.

Consideration of these hubs is taken on a site by site basis but, generally, they should be in locations
undemanding on drivers using the adjacent highway,  be no closer to the carriageway edge than 500mm
(1000mm if near a pedestrian crossing point, bus shelter etc) and they must not impede visibility at
junctions/accesses or provide a distraction to traffic signals or road signs. They also need to leave a
minimum of a 2m width to the rear of the hub to allow pedestrian flow".

4.4 On this basis, the location of the Street Hub is considered unacceptable and would adversely impact on
the operation or safety of the strategic road network and would compromise highway safety, contrary to
Policies TR01 and TR02 of the Breckland Local Plan (adopted 2019).

5.0 Environment

5.1 The applicant has stated that the Hubs are powered by 100% renewable carbon-free energy and will
include Environmental sensors to measure air quality, noise, traffic and more.  This is considered to accord
with the principles of Policy GEN01 of the Breckland Local Plan (adopted 2019) and Policies ENV1 and
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ENV2 of the Swaffham Neighbourhood Plan, which seeks to improve air quality and address climate change.
This is considered a modest positive of the scheme.

6.0 Conclusion

6.1 There would be less than substantial harm to the character and appearance of the Conservation Area
and setting of nearby Listed Buildings and the historic townscape of the Swaffham Conservation Area, as set
out by the Historic Buildings Officer and Historic England.  Although, the public benefits and the modest
environmental benefit, as set out by the applicants and outlined above are noted, each case has to be
considered on its own merits and in this instance the less than substantial harm caused, is not considered to
be outweighed by public benefits.  The proposals will also have a detrimental impact on the character and
appearance of the area and the street scene and fails to meet the requirements of Policy HBE3 of the
Swaffham Neighbourhood Plan.  There are therefore no public benefits that would outweigh the presumption
against granting permission where the significance of heritage assets and their setting is not preserved, and
accordingly the proposals are considered contrary to Sections 66(1) and 72(1) of the Planning (Listed
Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990. The proposal is also considered contrary to Sections 12 and 16
of the NPPF and Policies GEN02, EC08, ENV07 and COM01 of the of the Breckland Local Plan (adopted
2019), the Swaffham Conservation Area Appraisal and Policy HBE3 of the Swaffham Neighbourhood Plan.

6.2 Furthermore, the location of the Street Hub is considered unacceptable and would adversely impact on
the operation or safety of the strategic road network and would compromise highway safety, contrary to
Policies TR01 and TR02 of the Breckland Local Plan (adopted 2019) and paragraph 136 of the NPPF.

6.3 The proposal is therefore recommended for refusal.

RECOMMENDATION

The proposal has been recommended for refusal, for the reasons listed below.

REASON(S) FOR REFUSAL

1 Heritage
The proposal would result in less than substantial harm to the character and appearance of
the Conservation Area, the significance and setting of nearby Listed Buildings and the
historic townscape.  Although, some public benefit has been identified, in this instance, it is
not considered sufficient to outweigh the less than substantial harm identified and the failure
to preserve the setting and significance of the surrounding heritage assets.  The proposals
will also have a detrimental impact on the character and appearance of the area and the
street scene and fails to meet the requirements of Policy HBE3 of the Swaffham
Neighbourhood Plan or the Swaffham Conservation Area in terms of decluttering the street
scene, especially around the Butter Cross, keeping this a key view and space for
pedestrians.  The proposals are therefore, considered contrary to Sections 66(1) and 72(1)
of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 and the presumption
against granting permission in such instances, and Sections 12 and 16 of the NPPF and
Policies GEN02, EC08, ENV07 and COM01 of the of the Breckland Local Plan (adopted
2019) the Swaffham Conservation Area Appraisal and Policy HBE3 of the Swaffham
Neighbourhood Plan.

2 Highways
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The location of the proposed 'Street Hub' is considered unacceptable and would adversely
impact on the operation and safety of the strategic road network to the detriment of highway
safety, contrary to Policies TR01 and TR02 of the Breckland Local Plan (adopted 2019) and
paragraph 136 of the NPPF.
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